Disruptions Simplified

Organizations face continuous threats that can disrupt operations. Unfortunately, implementing an incident management program that fits your organization’s specific needs is challenging. Agility Recovery’s Preparis tools make preparedness easy, so your organization is ready to respond to any business disruption or critical event.

Preparis


Preparis allows you to plan for, respond to, and manage through any business disruption from any device, anywhere in the world.

- Available for desktop, iOS, and Android devices
- Bi-directional messaging
- Proactive conference calling
- Incident management
- Cloud-based document sharing
- Online training and expert content
- Seamless integration to your HR system

Preparis iQ

Real-time Intelligence into Organizational Readiness and Compliance

Streamline organizational readiness and compliance by assigning teams and tasks to manage and maintain business continuity plans, information security documents, disaster recovery information, and more.

- Create company goals (scopes)
- Assign teams to a scope/project
- Assign tasks to teams
- Report on team activity
- Manage and generate plans
- Access plans from any device
More Than Messaging and Notifications

Preparis is a comprehensive, cloud-based platform that safeguards your business from the unexpected and makes sure it’s ready to respond when critical events or disruptive incidents occur.

Agility Recovery helps prepare your workforce for emergency situations with free access to online training tools and expert content on how to get equipped for and respond to more than 100 types of threats.

With Agility Recovery’s support, organizations ensure they always have up-to-date and fully compliant action plans for business continuity and emergency planning.

ALSTON & BIRD

“Agility Recovery makes our jobs easier because we can rely on one resource to offer expert answers in each environment on so many topics.”
— Chief Human Resources Officer, Alston & Bird, LLP

“Preparis is mass notification, learning, storage, it’s cloud-based, it is everything I need in one platform.”
— Global Safety & Security Director, BMC Software

Crisis Team

• Send Two Way notifications
• Manage incidents
• Generate plan documents
• Provide online training

Workforce

• Receive and respond to messages
• Initiate incidents
• Share documents
• Access expert content

We are the leading provider of business continuity and disaster recovery solutions. After a business interruption, we deliver the resources that make recovery and resilience simple. Our customers have guaranteed access to temporary power, furnished mobile office space, communications equipment, and technology, as well as planning and testing resources.

In the wake of the unexpected, we make resilience simple by providing the expertise and resources your organization needs to recover quickly. Whether you’re a seasoned continuity professional or creating your company’s emergency plan for the first time, we’re ready to support you and your team.